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The Montegrappa Aviator enters stealth mode with a 
special, all-black finish. Now our popular Professions pen 
comes in two colours: offering double the options and 
twice the style to those who love to fly. The Aviator All-Black 

Flying Ace Edition is available for a limited period only.



Aviator
All-Black Flying Ace Edition

MODES: NIB:Fountain Pen, Rollerball 
Pen, Ballpoint Pen Stainless Steel

MATERIALS: GRADES:Brushed Black Aluminium Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, 
Broad, Stub 1.1, Stub 1.5

TRIM: FILLING SYSTEM:Black PVD Steel Cartridge, Converter



Montegrappa’s Aviator takes flight again, this time with a whole new 
look. Brushed black aluminium and black PVD steel trims carry the 
Aviator All-Black Flying Ace to new heights, combining performance 
sport styling with a touch of executive discretion.

Back in black. Anodised finishing and colour coated-steel bring a 
sleek, modern look to Aviator’s distinctive bullet-nose cap, tapered 
barrel and aeronautical appointments.

Aviator is an obvious choice wherever flight is front of mind: from 
cockpit to C-suite, flight school to first class, industry convention to 
in-flight retail.

Delightful fuselage design and a long list of discoverable details 
make Aviator a conversation-starter of the highest calibre.
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ROLLERBALL PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN

DIAMETER WEIGHT

140 mm

140 mm 16 mm

16 mm

16 mm

47 g

53 g

49g141 mm

LENGTH (Closed)



Packaging

WEIGHT:

WIDTH: DEPTH:

HEIGHT:319 g

210 mm

90 mm

100 mm



A special, surprise upgrade arrives for the 
Montegrappa Aviator. All-black finishing 
borrows a popular technique from the 
worlds of watchmaking and jewellery.

A presentation case styled on vintage 
flying goggles serves as a bonus sunglass 
case for travellers. 

New colouring makes it possible to add 
company logos with sharper definition 
and higher contrast.

Montegrappa’s Professions is a product 
family that also includes themed pens for 
members of the legal, medical, hospitality 
and teaching professions.
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